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Asset Inventory, Verification, 
and Barcoding Services

Asset Barcoding

Inventory Scope

Let FSI perform a complete facility walkthrough to verify, update, 
and record asset information while placing barcoded asset tags 
on your equipment. Data can be supplied in a variety of formats 
or loaded directly to your CMMS or fixed asset tracking 
application. When you need a complete asset inventory for your 
Facilities Engineering Department, FSI’s experience with hundreds 
of equipment inventories enables us to ensure you have an 
accurate CMMS database.

Application of pre-printed barcode labels to your assets. 
Polyester thermal barcode labels are composed of white or 
yellow polyester label stock suitable for harsh interior and 
exterior environments with a high- strength acrylic adhesive. 
Additional options include engraved or printed labels 
customized with your information and barcode number to 
facilitate asset identification.

FSI has developed comprehensive checklists so you can 
determine the granularity of the data you would like to have 
collected. CMS customers who choose to use FSI’s procedure 
library can be up and running quickly, generating PMs within 
days of the physical collection.



With our CMS View product, our field teams can place the 
assets at the appropriate locations directly on your electronic 
floorplan. This enables your tablet equipped engineering staff 
to easily find and complete work orders and update asset 
details from a drawing instead of a list.

Data You Can Believe In

System and Data Optimization

Database Configuration and Setup

Medical CMMS 

Identify functionality of your CMMS application that 
could be utilized to simplify the management of your 
system and streamline reporting.


Configuration of a system that will be easy to operate, 
maintain, and will be an effective management tool.

 Custom Maintenance Software (CMS) is the industry’s 
most flexible CMMS package

 Use handheld devices to quickly and easily complete 
preventive maintenance activities and repair work 
orders on your equipment

 Extraordinarily simple searching, configurable 
dashboards, and robust reporting provide you with 
the tools you need to manage your Facilities 
Engineering department efficiently.


